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Abstract
Strong coupling between a system and its environment leads to the emergence of non-Markovian
dynamics, which cannot be described by a time-localmaster equation.Oneway to capture such
dynamics is to use numerical real-time path integrals, where assuming afinite bathmemory time
enablesmanageable simulation scaling. However, by comparing to the exactly soluble independent
bosonmodel, we show that the presence of transient negative decay rates in the exact dynamics can
result in simulationswith unphysical exponential growth of densitymatrix elements when the finite
memory approximation is used.We therefore reformulate this approximation in such away that the
exact dynamics are reproduced identically and then apply our newmethod to the spin-bosonmodel
with superohmic environmental coupling, commonly used tomodel phonon environments, but
which cannot be solved exactly. Our newmethod allows us to easily access parameter regimeswhere
wefind revivals in population dynamics which are due to non-Markovian backflowof information
from the bath to the system.

1. Introduction

Finding accurate descriptions of open quantum systems strongly coupled to external environments is essential
for understanding howquantum systems lose their coherence [1, 2]. For example, the behaviour of quantum
dots in semiconductors [3–7] andNV centres in diamonds [8, 9] can both require a strong coupling description.
Strong coupling inevitably leads to the emergence of non-Markovian phenomena in such systems, and this has
been experimentally demonstrated [10], opening up the potential for exploiting non-Markovianity as a resource
in developing quantum technologies [11, 12].

In this paperwewill introduce a newway ofmodelling a strongly coupled environment, developing previous
approaches based on Feynman’s path integral formulation of open quantum systems [13–16]. In particular, we
will showhow a technique based on discretisation of the Feynman influence functional—the so-called
augmented density tensor (ADT) can bemodified to significantly improve the convergence of simulations in its
numerical implementation. This allows us to study the spin-bosonmodel in a very strong coupling regime that
shows clear non-Markovian behaviour that we quantify with thewidely-used trace distancemeasure [17].

When the system-environment coupling is weak, Born–Markovmaster equations [2, 18] provide a
perturbative approach inwhich the environment is assumed to beMarkovian i.e.memoryless.While this
approach is very successful within its range of applicability [2, 19], formany physical applications the (rather
severe) approximationsmadewhen deriving these types ofmaster equation are not justified. A common
approach to go beyond theweak coupling regime is to use a polaron-transformedmaster equation [19–24]. Such
an approach has been used to understand features which could not be explained inweak coupling for
semiconducting quantumdots [20], circuitQED [25], energy transfer in biological systems [22, 26, 27] and
Bose–Einstein condensation of photons in opticalmicrocavities [28, 29]. However, a polaronmaster equation
comes at the expense of introducing a restriction on the renormalized systemHamiltonian terms. Othermaster
equation based techniques such asNakajima–Zwanzig projection operator equations [2], time-convolutionless
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master equations [2], reaction co-ordinatemethods [30] andKeldysh–Lindbald equations [31] are able to
pertubatively go beyond both the Born andMarkov approximations but are still, in practice, limited to restricted
parameter regimes.

One can overcome this restriction by using non-perturbative approaches. One class of suchmethods uses
the Feynmanpath integral representation and formally integrates out the environmental degrees of freedom.
Then all effects of the system-environment coupling are described by an influence functional [13] that acts only
on the reduced system trajectories. This representation of an open quantum systemhas proved useful in
developing both analytical and numericalmethods. As an example, the non-interacting blip approximation [15]
is a successful non-perturbative analyticalmethod for understanding the spin-bosonmodel, derived from the
influence functional. However, this is only applicable for a relatively small range of parameters.

A versatile numericalmethod forfinding the dynamics of these kinds of systems is the ADT scheme, first
introduced as the quasi-adiabatic propagator path integral byMakri andMakarov [32, 33]. This is, in principle,
applicable to environments with arbitrary spectral density. Themain drawback to this technique is the
exponential scaling of storage requirements with system size, though in some cases ways of reducing these
requirements are known [34, 35]. Hence, the primary use of thismethod is to calculate the of dynamics of few-
level systems in contact with a bosonic reservoir. TheADThas been used to calculate equilibrium correlation
functions [36] and system steady states [32]. In addition,multiple spatially separated sites coupled to the same
bath can be accounted for [37], and additionalMarkovian dynamics in the reduced system can be incorporated
at no additional computational cost [38]. Practically, the ADTmethod has been put to use effectively in, for
example, benchmarkingmaster equationmethods [39, 40], simulating systems in the difficult-to-access regime
of subohmic system-bath coupling [41] and investigating dissipative dynamics of charge qubits in realistic
environments [42, 43]. Very recently, it was shown that, as long as the operator which couples to the
environment only acts in a small section ofHilbert spacemuch larger systems can be treated at only small
numerical cost [44].

Other numerical approaches are able to accurately describe non-perturbative dynamics in spin-boson
systems. The hierarchical equations ofmotionmethod [45] is regularly used to benchmarkmaster equation
approaches [30]. Techniques based on the numerical renormalisation group have been successfully applied to
quantum impurity dynamics bymapping baths characterised by particular spectral density forms into semi-
infinite one-dimensional chains [46–49]. Ansatz wavefunctions such asmatrix product states [50] can also be
used following a similarmapping [51], while approaches based on aMonte Carlo sampling of the path integral
can be used to look at dynamics [52, 53]. For a recent review ofmany of the techniquesmentioned above see
Vega andAlonso [54].

The key approximationmade in theADT scheme is that the bath is assumed to have a sharply definedfinite
memory time, and so non-Markovian effects are given finite range. This is intuitively justified since, for infinite
bosonic baths, all correlations decay to negligible size infinite time. The performance of thismethod has been
successfully tested against other numericalmethods [55] and exact analytics [56]. However, the full
consequences of the sharpmemory time cutoff and how this affects convergence have not been addressed.
Moreover, it has been recognised that for superohmic environments using this approximation results in both
quantitatively and qualitatively incorrect asymptotic long time behaviour [57, 58]. In this paperwewill show
that, in certain cases, throwing away small long time correlations beyond the cutoff can have dramatic effects,
including unbounded growth of densitymatrix elements.We then propose a less severe way tomake this
approximationwhich does not suffer from the same problems.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2we introduce the ADT scheme in detail. Following this,
in section 3, we investigate the results of enforcing the finitememory approximation upon the exact solution of a
pure dephasingmodel and identify the class of bath spectral densities for which the finitememory
approximation hasmost drastic effects.We then propose an alternative way of taking thefinitememory
approximation such that the exact solution of the dephasingmodel is reproduced at all times for arbitrary
spectral densities. In section 4we go on to apply ourmethod to the spin-bosonmodel with a highly non-
Markovian superohmic bath.Wefind that ourmodifiedmemory cutoff significantly improves convergence in
thismodel and allows us to observe revivals in the population dynamics due to excitation exchangewith the
environment.We also calculate the trace distancemeasure of non-Markovianity in thismodel, finding regimes
of non-Markovian behaviour that we compare to the population revivals. Finally, in section 5we summarise our
results.

2. ADT scheme

Before introducing our improvedmemory cutoff, we first review the ADT scheme and the approximations
required. This will also aid us in introducing our notation. The class ofmodels towhich the scheme is applicable
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are those consisting of a small systemof interest linearly coupled to amacroscopic bath of bosonicmodes. The
genericHamiltonian of suchmodels is

å å w= + +
a

a
a

a a aˆ ˆ ( )†H H s B a a 10

= + ( )H H , 20 B

whereH0 is the free systemHamiltonian andHB contains both the free bathHamiltonian and the system-bath
interaction.Here, a

†a (aα) and wa are the creation (annihilation) operators and frequencies of theαth oscillator.
The systemoperator ŝ couples to the bath operators *= +a a a a a

ˆ †B g a g a with coupling constants gα.
To simplify our notationwework in the Liouvillian representation such that operators inHilbert space are

represented by vectors in Liouville space. To parameterise theD dimensionalHilbert space of the systemwe use
theD eigenstates of ŝ . Operators in this space are vectorized in the followingway

å år r r r= ñá º ññ º ññ+ -
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where the sumover S runs over theD2 pairs of + -{ }s s, and ñ = ñ+ + +ˆ∣ ∣s s s s and likewise for -s .We use the
notation ññ∣x tomean a vector in Liouville space. The bathHilbert space can also be represented in a similar way,
thoughwe do not need to define its basis explicitly inwhat follows. The evolution of the reduced system,
assuming factorising initial conditions is now represented as:

r r rññ = ññ ññ∣ ( ) [ ∣ ( ) ∣ ] ( )t Tr e 0 , 4R
t

RB B

with the Liouvillian   = +0 B, where 0 and B generate coherent evolution caused byH0 andHB

respectively. Recently it has been shown [38] that additionalMarkovian non-unitary dynamics of the reduced
system can be incorporated by adding Lindblad-type dissipators into the free systemLouivillian 0, making it
straightforward to account for coupling to other baths forwhich the Born–Markov approximations are well
justified. In addition to factorising initial conditionswe also assume the initial state of the bath is that of thermal
equilibriumwhen no system is present r w= -åa a a a( )†a a TexpB , with temperatureT and partition
function  .

Thefirst approximationmade tomake equation (4) computable is to factorise the long timepropagator intoN
short timepropagators  = D( )e et t N and then to employ aTrotter splitting between the systemandbathparts [59]

  »D D D ( )e e e , 5t t tB 0

on each of these. The error introduced in this process is D( )t 2 .We note that the argument that now follows can
be easily adapted to use a symmetrized Trotter splitting [32, 33, 60] that improves the error to D( )t 3 . All the
numerical results we present do include this symmetrized splitting, but for simplicity of notationwewill use the
definition in equation (5)here.

Tracing out the bath degrees of freedom then results in a reduced densitymatrix at time = Dt N tN , whose
elements are

år r=
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The functions ({ })F Sk and ({ })I Sk constitute the free part of the evolution and the discretized Feynman
influence functional respectively, and are given by
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The coefficients h - ¢k k quantify the non-Markovian ‘interaction’ between the reduced system at different times tk
and ¢tk and are defined as
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in terms of the bath autocorrelation function

å= á + ñ
a

a a( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )C t B t s B s 11

ò w w w w w= -
¥

( )( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )J T t td coth 2 cos i sin , 12
0

where w d w w= å -a a a( ) ∣ ∣ ( )J g 2 is the spectral density of the bath.
In its current form equation (6) is, in principle, numerically computable, thoughwould require the storage

of theD2Nnumbersmaking up the discretized influence functional. The exponential dependence of storage
requirements on the number of timesteps places strict limits on the length of time for which a given simulation
can be propagated. To circumvent this issuewemake use of the finitememory approximation originally
introduced byMakri andMakarov [32, 33]. For a continuumof bath oscillatormodes the correlation function
equation (11) decays at worst algebraically and infinite time becomes effectively zero. This in turn implies that
the coefficients h - ¢k k decay to zero as the difference - ¢t tk k is increased. Thefinitememory approximation
involves setting those coefficients for which - ¢ > Dk k k such that the time difference t- > D D º¢t t k tk k c

identically equal to zero.Here we have introduced tc, the bath cutoff time, whichmust be suitably large to ensure
converged results. Infigure 1we visualise thismemory cutoff in terms of two dimensional integral regions over

¢ - ( )C t t . Forfixed k the coefficients h - ¢k k correspond to columns of a numberDk square integral regions
extending up to the triangular regionswhich give h0. Thefinitememory approximation is thenmade by setting
all of the coefficients in the green region to zero. This has the effect that the dynamics we calculate in regionA are
exact and the approximation only affects what happens for times t> + Dt tc .

With thefinitememory approximationwe can now reformulate equation (6) in terms of the iterative
propagation of an object known as the ADT (as before). This propagation is computationally realisedmost
efficiently as contractions betweenmultidimensional tensors but the analogy to standard densitymatrix
propagation ismost easily seen by representing it as operator-vectormultiplication in an augmented Liouville
space:

r t r+ ññ = ññt∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )t te , 13R R
A

c
AA

c

where r ññ∣ R
A is the vectorized ADT and A is the augmented Liouvillian. The augmented space is constructed by

taking the product ofDk copies of the original Hilbert space. The basis of this space at a given time tk is
constructed by taking a product of reduced systembasis states at that time and the previousD -k 1 times

¼- -D +t tk k k1 1

ññ = ññ ññ ¼ ññ- -D +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )S S S S , 14k k k k k
A

1 1

thus giving the augmentedHilbert space a dimension of DD k2 . The information stored in the ADT is a set of
amplitudes weighting each of the trajectories the reduced system could have taken through itsHilbert space in
the previousDk timesteps of the evolution. The physical reduced densitymatrix at a given time is then found by
summing these amplitudes:

år rññ = áá ¼ áá ññ
¼

- -D +
- -D +

∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )t S S t . 15R k
S S

k k k R k1 1
A

k k k1 1

Figure 1.A schematic of the region of integration overC(t) appearing in the discrete influence functional, equation (9). The exact
solution requires all three coloured regions, whilemaking thememory cutoff withD =k 3 is equivalent to discarding the green
region. The h - ¢k k with ¹ ¢k k correspond to the square regions of side Dt while for = ¢k k they are given by the triangular regions
along the = ¢t t line.
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Computing equation (6)with thememory cutoff requires the storage of the DD k2 elements of the vector
representing the augmented state and the DD k4 elements of the propagatormatrix. Asmentioned above this is
not the optimal representation for actually carrying out the propagation; in fact the alternative tensor
representation of the propagator only has D +( )D k2 1 elements. In the appendixwe explicitly construct thismore
efficient tensor propagation and also give thematrix elements of the propagator, áá ññt

-D∣ ∣S Sek k k
A AA c , as well as

the components of the initial augmented state vector, r táá ññD ∣ ( )S k R
A A

c , required for both tensor andmatrix
representations of themethod.

The scheme then has two parameters which need to be adjusted to ensure convergence of results. The
memory cutoff time, tc, should bemade large enough, by increasingDk, such that increasing it any further has
negligible effects on thefinal result. At the same time the error induced by the Trotter splittingmust also be
eliminated by decreasing the timestepDt , which in turn decreases tc for a givenDk. Thus, achieving the best
results requires bothmaintaining a small enough timestepDt to eliminate the Trotter errorwhile at the same
time keeping it large enough such that the number of timesteps required to capture the correlation time of the
bath is kept as small as possible. Details on themethod for finding the optimal value ofDt thatminimises the
overall error can be found in [43].

Finally, we note that the ADThasmany properties in commonwith a standard densitymatrix: it is both
Hermitian and has unit trace, fromwhich it follows that a systemdensitymatrix calculated from it is also
guaranteed to have these properties. To describe a physical state it is also necessary that the systemdensitymatrix
is positive. Proving this is, in general, more difficult and it is known that the ADT scheme does not guarantee
positivity of the reduced system state [57]. In the following sectionwewill gain an understanding of hownon-
positive reduced system states can occur and describe a procedure to help prevent this fromhappening.

3.Memory cutoff in an exactly solublemodel

To investigate the role of the finitememory approximation in the occurrence of non-positive reduced system
states, here we study the effects ofmaking this approximation on an exactly soluble pure dephasingmodel where

=[ ˆ]H s, 00 . The simplest example of such amodel is that of a two level systemdescribed by theHamiltonian
s=H 2z0 which couples to the bath via s=ŝ z . This is the independent bosonmodel [2]whichwewill use as an

example here. Note however that what follows can be applied to anymodel which satisfies the commutation
relation above.

3.1. Independent bosonmodel
For thismodel the Trotter splitting in equation (5) is exact since the system and bathHamiltonians commute.
Also, bymoving to the interaction picture of the reduced systemwemay ignore the dynamics induced byH0 and
the free systempropagator is therefore the identity

 d dáá ññ = áá ñññ =D
- - +

-
+ -

-
-∣ ∣ ∣ ( )S S S Se . 16k

t
k k k s s s s1 1 k k k k

0
1 1

The summation in equation (6) can nowbe carried out exactly (without the finitememory approximation) to
obtain
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Herewe have defined the function
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which governs all dynamics induced by the interactionwith the bath.We see that state populations on the
diagonal of r ( )tR (where =+ -s s ) do not undergo evolution and all dynamics are in the decay and oscillations of
the coherences.

Inwhat followswe examine the effect ofmaking the finitememory approximation on the function h ( )t .
Note that this also describes the effects ofmaking this approximation on the discretized influence functional
since the h - ¢k k coefficients can bewritten entirely in terms of this function,

h
h h h
h

=
- + ¹ ¢

= ¢- ¢
- ¢+ - ¢ - ¢-⎧⎨⎩

( ) ( ) ( )
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( )
t t t k k
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1
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Towork out how the solution is changedwhenwe impose thememory cutoff wemust consider what
happens to the function h ( )t whenwe remove those coefficients for which - ¢ > Dk k k from the sum in
equation (19). Infigure 1we see there are two distinct regions of the integral domain left after performing the
memory cutoff: when t< + Dt tc , (regionA) η is unaffected by the cutoff and region Bwhere t> + Dt tc and
at least some correlations are cutoff. The sumof the coefficients within regionA is exactly h t + D( )tc , while
using equation (20) the sumof all the coefficients in a single strip of region B is h t h t+ D -( ) ( )tc c . There are

- D -N k 1of these strips in total and so by summing up all coefficients remaining after the finitememory
approximationwe find the function h ( )t is approximated as

h h t t
h t h t

» + -
+ D -

D
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t

t

t
. 21c c

c c

This result can also be obtained in theD t 0 limit by setting =( )C t 0 for t>t c in the integral of
equation (19). Bymaking a change of variable = ¢ - s t t , wefind

ò òh = ¢
¢

( ) ( ) ( )t C s s td d 22
t t

0 0

ò ò ò ò» ¢ + ¢
t

t

t¢
( ) ( ) ( )C s s t C s s td d d d 23

t t

0 0 0

c

c

c

h t t h t= + -( ) ( ) ˙ ( ) ( )t , 24c c c

where the dot indicates a time derivative. Thus the dynamics of the pure dephasingmodel with the finite
memory approximation imposed are as follows: at times  t + Dt tc the exact dynamics are followed.While
for t> + Dt tc there is an exponential decaywith rate g h t= [ ˙ ( )]Rec c accompanied by a Lamb-shift of the
system frequencies, h tL = [ ˙ ( )]Imc c .

It is easy to see nowhow a problem can arise if thememory cutoff is at a point where the gradient of h ( )t is
negative. The resultant decay rate is negative and hence there is exponential growth of all coherences for t>t c.
This inevitably leads to the systemdensitymatrix becoming non-positive.

Additionally, unless h t =[ ˙ ( )]Re 0c identically,finite steady state coherences will be impossible to produce.
Increasing tc increases the time it takes for the coherences to decay or grow away from the true steady state, but
forfinite tc the convergence of thefinitememory approximation, and hence the ADT scheme, cannot be
guaranteed at arbitrary times.

To investigate how these problemsmanifest in the dynamics of a real example we need to specify the
environmental coupling, quantified by the spectral density w( )J , which determines the formof h ( )t .We
consider the spectral density

w
a w
w

=
n

n
w w

-
-( ) ( )J

2
e , 25

c
1

c

which is characterised by the dimensionless coupling constant,α, ohmicity, ν and an exponential cutoff at a scale
given by wc. It has been found that the general condition for h >˙ ( )t 0 is that the function w w w( ) ( )J Tcoth 2 2

be convex, and that for spectral densities of the form equation (25) this condition is fulfilledwhen n n< crit for
some critical ohmicity ncrit [61]. The value of ncrit variesmonotonically from n = 2crit and n = 3crit as
temperature is increased from0 to¥. Negative decay rates arise when n n> crit. Therefore atT=0 it is in the
superohmic regime, where n > 2, that we expect tofind thefinitememory cutoff results in non-positive
dynamics. To demonstrate this we plot infigure 2 the time dependent decay rate resulting fromboth ohmic and
superohmic spectral densities at zero temperature.We also plot the resultant dynamics of the coherence, for
both the exact solution of the independent bosonmodel, equation (17), andwith thememory cutoff imposed. In
this case the imaginary part of the exponential in equation (17)disappears, since the eigenvalues of ŝ have equal
magnitude, so the dynamics are that of pure decay. For the ohmic case the decay rate is always positive and using
thememory cutoff produces exponential decay to the correct steady-state of zero coherence. There is still a
significant discrepancy at intermediate times, but this can be reduced by increasing tc. For a superohmic spectral
density there is a largewindowof timewhen the decay is negative.Making the cutoff in this window results in
unphysical dynamics with exponential growth.Notably, in this superohmic case the decay rate approaches zero
frombelow asymptotically. Thismeans that increasing tc does not remove this spurious asymptotic behaviour,
it just shifts its onset to longer and longer times.

To conclude this analysis we point out a situation inwhich even the ohmic and sub-ohmic regimes
n<0 2 can display negative decay rates and hence non-positive states. In constructing physically realistic

models onemaywant to account for how spatially separated states interact with the same bath of oscillators. For
the case of the two-level independent bosonmodel considered above in three dimensions the spatial separation
of the two system eigenstates is accounted for via amultiplicative correction to the spectral density

wµ - ( )k1 sinc [20]. Here k= d/cwhere d is the distance between the two sites and c is the speed at which the
bath excitations propagate. Thus, for small separation distance, w <k 1c , spectral densities of the form
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equation (25) go as w wµ n w w+ -( )J e2 c and the effective critical ohmicity for the transition to non-Markovian
dynamics with negative decay rates now lies in the range n<0 1crit and the potential for thememory cutoff to
produce unphysical dynamics exists for all values of ν.

3.2. Fixing the non-positive evolution
Wenow seek away of taking thememory cutoff such that the exact solution equation (17) is always reproduced
using the ADTmethod. A general way to do this would be to define a new set of the coefficients h - ¢˜k k ,

- ¢ Dk k k in such away that their sum is constrained as follows,

å å å åh h h= =
= ¢= -D

- ¢
= ¢=

- ¢˜ ( ) ( )t , 26
k

N

k k k

k

k k
k

N

k

k

k k
0 0 0

thus reproducing the exact dynamics governed by h ( )t , independent of both tc andDt . It seems reasonable that
we should attempt to redefine as few of the coefficients as possible, since they already exactly account for non-
Markovian correlationswithin a timespan tc (up to the Trotter error). The key idea behind the finitememory
cutoff is that themost non-local temporal correlations in the system are themost insignificant, hence h »- ¢∣ ∣ 0k k
for large - ¢k k . Thuswe redefine only the coefficients with the largest - ¢ = Dk k k as follows

åh
h h h

h

=
+ º - ¢ = D

- ¢ < D
- ¢

- ¢
=
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- D

- ¢

⎧
⎨⎪

⎩⎪
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k k k

k k k.

27k k
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j

k k

k j k
k

k k

0

1

This redefinitionwill not introduce any problems as long as h h»- ¢ - ¢∣ ∣ ∣ ˜ ∣k k k k which is true since tc is already
large enough to naïvely justify thefinitememory approximation. This redefinition is visualised infigure 3 in a
similar way to the standardmemory cutoff infigure 1. From this schematic one can identify that this redefinition
corresponds to extending the lower limit of the integral down to zero. Thismeans that it is straightforward to
calculate the redefined coefficient:

ò òh

h h h t h t

= ¢ -   ¢

= - - + - D

t

D

-

-

-

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

C t t t t

t t t

d d

. 28

k
k

t

t t

k k

0

1 c c

k

k k

1

c

In terms of implementing the ADT scheme themain consequence is that now a newpropagatormust be
constructed at every step of the iterative propagation, though the actual structure of each propagator is essentially
identical to the original. Thus, although slightlymore time consuming, carrying out the propagation is nomore
complicated than before. The time-dependence in ourmethod is fundamentally different from that generated

Figure 2.The decay rate ḣ ( )t and dynamics h-( [ ( )])texp 4 Re for n = 1, n = 3, in red and blue, respectively, for exact results
(dotted) andwith thememory cutoff (dashed). The vertical lines indicate thememory cutoff time w t = 2.5c c and other parameters
areT=0 and a= 0.2.With thememory cutoff the decay rate is exact until tc , after which it forever assumes its value at tc .
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by time-dependentHamiltonians, in that it is due to the non-local influence of the bath interaction itself. In the
standard finitememory approximation the finite ranged non-Markovian correlations allow the problem to be
reformulated as onewithMarkovian evolution but in a higher dimensional augmentedHilbert space as in
equation (13).We have gone one step further by allowing A to be time-dependent, thus allowing transient non-
positive evolution of the reduced system state beyond the cutoff time tc while stillmaintaining overall positive
evolution from the initial state. This is not possible in the standardADT schemewhere the augmented
Liouvillian is time-independent and somust have no positive eigenvalues to ensure positive evolution.We point
out here that the instability of steady states and non-positivity in the ADT scheme for superohmic environments
has been recognised before, and a similar redefinition of the h - ¢k k coefficients has been proposed [57, 58] but
only in away that gives qualitatively correct asymptotic behaviour of the pure dephasingmodel above, but does
not reproduce the exact solution identically.

In the following sectionwe show that this newmethod is useful formore complicatedmodels which do not
have an exact solution by applying it to themore general spin-bosonmodel.

4. Application to the spin-bosonmodel

The spin-bosonmodel [62] provides a paradigmatic example of an open quantum system and can be used to
model awide variety of physical systems. For example, it has been applied to the problemof electron transfer in
biological aggregates [63], exciton dynamics in quantumdots [4], transport inmesoscopic systems [64] and
chemical reactions [65]. The systemHamiltonian is s s= +H Vz x0 and the coupling to the environment is
through the operator s=ŝ z . Here ò again gives the energy splitting of the two levels, while the sx term generates
coherent transitions between the two states. The addition of this sx termbreaks the integrability of the
independent bosonmodel and allows for a rich variety of physics to be explored.

Inwhat followswewill be particularly interested in the case where the environment is superohmic, since this
is wherewe found themost pathological behaviour in the independent bosonmodel. The superohmic regime is
most studied in the context of quantumdots strongly coupled to a phononic environment [4, 5, 66]. Formany
parameters a polaronmaster equation provides a successful route to capturing non-perturbative effects [19], but
for highly non-Markovian environments this approach fails. Here we showhow theADT scheme is able to
capture backflowof energy from the environment to the system in this regime.

To show the improvement gained by the new integration schemewhichwe detailed in the previous section,
we showhow the convergence of the results withDk changes as compared to the standard approach. Infigure 4
we study the spin-bosonmodel with  = 0 at zero temperature with a large reservoir cutoff frequency
w =V 5c . Tofind an approximation for the error in our results we compare everything to themost converged
case: that using the newmemory cutoff atD =k 14.We then calculate the time average of the trace distance [67]
between these converged results and each other case. The trace distance is given by

r r r r= -( ( ) ( )) ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )D t t t t,
1

2
Tr , 291 2 1 2

wherewhere =∣ ∣ †A AA , r ( )t1 is the converged densitymatrix and r ( )t2 is the densitymatrix wewant to
compare to r ( )t1 .We show this deviation as a function ofDk for both approaches in the panel (c) offigure 4.We
see that our new approach convergesmuchmore quickly than the standard finitememory approximation: by

Figure 3.Visualisation of themodifiedmemory cutoff approximation. Instead of discarding the regions of the integral domainwhich
correspond to h - ¢k k coefficients giving correlations over larger times than thememory cutoff, the integral domains for the coefficients
at the ‘edge’ of thememory cutoff are extended from squares to rectangles that reach back to zero. In this case the full integral domain
ismaintained.
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D =k 11 the errors in the new approach are negligible while the standard finitememory approximation still has
significant errors atD =k 14. This can also be seen in the dynamics infigures 4(a) and (b)wherewe see that our
new approach convergesmuchmore quickly when increasingDk.

It is difficult tofind convergencewith this set of parameters because the gradient of h ( )t approaches zero
frombelow (as can be seen in the inset tofigure 4(c)) and so the problemswe found for the independent boson
model still occur, although here they are less severe and the standard approach only gives unphysical results at
very smallDk.This problembecomes evenworse if wemove further towards the so-called scaling limit of the
model [62], where wc is the largest energy scale in the problem, by increasing the value of wc. Thismeans a
smaller required tc, but also results in a largermagnitude of h t˙ ( )c so that the timescale for the onset of divergent
dynamics becomesmuch shorter and achieving convergence over appreciable lengths of time becomes very
difficult.

Nowwe have shown the improvement gained by our improvedmemory cutoff we examine in detail the
dynamics of the spin-bosonmodel in a parameter regimewhich is difficult to access using the standardmemory
cutoff approximation: when there is non-Markovian behaviour far from the scaling limit with a lower cutoff
frequency w =V 1c and at finite temperature. In this limit the required value ofDk without our improvement
would bemuch too large to store inmemory for a standard computer.

Infigure 5(a)we show the population difference dynamics with initially excited spin, r = ñá∣ ∣1 10 , for
system-bath couplings between a< <0.5 1.9. At low coupling strengths we see simple damped oscillations, as
would be captured by aweak couplingmaster equation. Increasing the coupling changes these oscillations from
underdamped to overdamped, aswould be found using for example a polaronmaster equation.However, the
overdamped regime is accompanied by a highly non-Markovian feature: a revival of the population difference
which becomesmore pronounced at stronger couplings.

In order to establish amore concrete quantification of the non-Markovian nature of these dynamics we
examine howdistinguishable two distinct initial states are as they evolve in time. To do this we again use the trace
distance r r( ( ) ( ))D t t,1 2 as a naturalmeasure. For aMarkovian system as time evolves all statesmove closer to
the steady state and so asymptotically we expect r r r= =¥ ¥( ) ( )t tlim limt t1 2 steady , provided the steady
state rsteady is unique. Thismeans that r r( ( ) ( ))D t t,1 2 monotonically decays to zero for any two initial states. If,
however, the dynamics are non-Markovian then, for certain pairs of initial states, there can be increases in the
trace distance as a function of time as the environment allows information toflowback into the system. It is
therefore evident that quantity of interest is actually

r rD =( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )I t
t

D t t
d

d
, , 301 2

which is positive when these non-Markovian features occur.
Infigures 5(b) and (c)we show the trace distance andD ( )I t , for the same set of parameters as in (a), using

the orthogonal initial states r = ñá( ) ∣ ∣t 1 11 and r = - ñá-( ) ∣ ∣t 1 12 . At low values of coupling there are weak
oscillations inD ( )I t between negative and positive which are damped and pushed out to longer times as the

Figure 4.Top panels: dynamics of the spin-bosonmodel for (a)D =k 11 and (b) D =k 6 compared to the converged results (black)
for the improvedmemory approximation (blue) and the standardADT (orange). Panel (c): the trace distance between the converged
result against the value ofDk used for the standard finitememory approximation (orange triangles) and our improvedmemory
approximation (blue dots). The inset shows the time dependent decay function. Parameters in all panels are a = 0.7, w =V 5c ,
T=0.
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coupling is increased. Increasing the coupling still further leads to an additional positive region ofD ( )I t at short
times, which remains there, closely following the early time revival we see in the population differences in
figure 5. This observation confirms that this feature is a signature of information backflow. Similar features have
been observed in biased spin-bosonmodels (i.e.  ¹ 0) [24, 51, 68]. Here, we showquantitatively that non-
Markovian features are present in the dynamics of the unbiased spin-bosonmodel.

To analyse the dependence of the non-Markovian revival in the population dynamics on the parameters
describing the bathwe fit the dynamics to the sumof two decaying oscillations:

a w w f= + +g g- -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t A t B te cos e sin , 31z
t t

1 21 2

with the constraint a f= + =( ) ( )A B0 sin 1z . The frequency w1 and decay rate g1parameters capture the
weak-coupling and long time dynamics, while w2 and g2 describe the higher frequency short time dynamics of
the revival. An example of one of thesefits, for a = 0.6, is shown in the inset tofigure 6.

We showhow g V2 and w V2 vary as the coupling to the bath,α, is increased infigure 6(a). Both g V2 and
w V2 increase with coupling at roughly the same rate and, although the behaviour is certainly not linear, this
dependence implies that increasing coupling simply causes the timescale overwhich the revival occurs to
shorten. This is consistent with the revival being due to a backflowof information from the bath: wewould
expect larger couplings to simultaneously cause quicker information backflow and towash it outmore quickly.
Infigure 6(b)we showwhat happens as the temperature of the bath is changed. Increasing temperature both
increases the effective coupling to the bath but also scrambles temporal correlations, reducing the bath
correlation time. Thereforewe see both the damping and frequency of the revival increase with increasing
temperature.

Before concluding, we compare the results above to those obtained using aMarkovian polaronmaster
equation [19]. If our interpretation of the revival is correct, then it is obvious that any approachwhich does not
fully account for the dynamics of the bathwill be unable to reproduce this feature. For example, the population

Figure 5. (a)Population difference dynamics for various values of coupling strength to the bath a = 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9.
(b)Trace distance dynamics for two orthogonal initial conditions for the same parameters as (a). (c)The derivative of the trace distance
showing regions where the dynamics is non-Markovian.Other parameters are w = =V T V 1c .
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difference dynamics predicted using the polaronmaster equation are of the same form as equation (31) but with
g g=1 2 and w w=1 2 [19, 20]. This is shown infigure 7. For the largest values of wc in (a) and (b) the system is in
the scaling limit [62], where the polaron techniqueworkswell, and indeedwe find good agreement of the two
methods, with only small deviations occurring at very short timescales. As wc decreases, we enter amore non-
Markovian regime andwe see that the polaronmaster equation starts to fail. It is difficult tofind converged
results which show this effectmore clearly than shownhere, since in the scaling limit divergent dynamics occur
on very short timescales, as discussed earlier. The long time dynamics predicted by the polaron equation are
qualitatively correct, taking the formof an exponentially decaying oscillation, but as anticipated it completely
fails to capture the non-Markovian revival whichwe found above using the improvedADT.We attribute this to
the breakdownof theMarkov approximation used in deriving the polaronmaster equation. Fromour earlier
discussion, we know that the revival in dynamics ismost prominent for smaller values of wc, i.e. for bathswith
longer correlation times. This, togetherwith the poor agreement of ADTwith the polaronmaster equation at
short times, confirms our conclusion that this feature is a highly non-Markovian effect which could not be
produced using any formof time-localmaster equation.

5. Summary

Wehave shown how the standard finitememory approximation in the ADTnumerical scheme can cause
unphysical behaviour resulting in periods of non-positive evolution.We have provided an improvement to this
methodwhich is able to reproduce the exact solution to the pure dephasngmodel. To demonstrate the
applicability of this newmethodwe have shown converged results for dynamics of the symmetric spin-boson
model in a superohmic environment.We found that our newmethod is able to reach convergence using
significantly smaller computational resources than the standardfinitememory approximation. At strong
system-bath coupling strengths in this regimewe found highly non-Markovian revivals in the dynamics which
are accompanied by non-monotonicity of the trace distance between different initial states. These features are
not present in simpler analytical approaches such as polaronmaster equations.

Figure 6.The decay g V2 (purple dots) and frequency w V2 (green squares)fitting parameters corresponding to the high frequency
sinusoidal oscillation present on top of the decaying cosine. In (a) these are plotted against dimensionless couplingαwith
w = =V T V 1c . In (b) these are plotted against temperaturewith w a= =V 1c . The inset shows an example of the fit to
equation (31) (blue solid line) compared to the numerical results (red dots) at a = 1.

Figure 7.Population difference plotted using the ADTwith our improvedmemory cutoff (blue dots) and the polaronmaster equation
(red solid) for (a) w =V 4c , (b) w =V 3c , (c) w =V 2c , (d) w =V 1c . Other parameters usedwere a = 1 and =T V 1.
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Appendix. Explicit construction of propagationmethods

We start by rewriting the summand of equation (6) in the following form

 = áá ññ
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There is no S0 dependence in any of the ¢˜( )I S S,k k so the S0 summation in equation (6) can be carried out,
propagating the reduced system for a timeDt under the free Liouvillian 0 into the state r D( )tR . Thefinite
memory approximation, setting h =- ¢ 0k k for - ¢ > Dk k k, then translates to =¢˜( )I S S, 1k k for - ¢ > Dk k k.
This allows the product over ¢˜( )I S S,k k ʼs to be rewritten as

  » L ¼ ¼
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wherewe have defined

L ¼ =- -D
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to be the elements of the propagator tensor, and

 r¼ = áá D ññD D -
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to be the elements of the initial ADT. The summations over the Sk can nowbe carried out one at a time by
iterativelymultiplying and contracting tensors:

å¼ = L ¼ ¼- -D + - -D - - -D

-D

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A S S S S S S A S S S, , , , A7k k k k
S

k k k k k k k k1 1 1 1 2

k k

with the initial condition equation (A6). The reduced systemdensitymatrix at a time tk is then retrieved by
summing over all but the Sk index

åráá ññ = ¼
¼

- -D +
- -D +

∣ ( ) ( ) ( )S t A S S S, . A8k R k
S S

k k k k1 1

k k k1 1

The propagator tensor equation (A5)hasD +k 1 indices and so has D +( )D k2 1 elements,making the tensor
contraction representation of the propagation less demanding than representing the augmented state as a vector
and propagatingwith a DD k4 sizedmatrix.Within the Liouvillianmatrix formalism for propagation,
equation (13), and using the basis defined in equation (14), the elements of the augmented state at a time tk are

ráá ññ = ¼- -D +∣ ( ) ( ) ( )S t A S S S, A9k R k k k k k
A A

1 1

and thematrix elements of the propagator across the timespan tc have the simple analytic form

 áá ññ = L ¼t
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= -D +
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Thus another way of solving the problemwould be to construct and diagonalize this propagator tofind the
eigenvectors of the augmented Liouvillian A, though for typical valuesD ~k 10 it ismuchmore efficient to use
the iterative propagation schemes above.
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